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QUESTION 1

An LTM Specialist is troubleshooting an issue where one LTM device in a three LTM device group is failing to
synchronize after a synchronize to group command is issued. The LTM Specialist verifies there are no packet filters,
port lock down, or network issues preventing the connection. 

What are two reasons the synchronization group is having issues? (Choose two.) 

A. Certificates expired on all of the peer LTM devices. 

B. Certificates stored for the device trusts on all of the peer LTM devices are corrupted. 

C. Admin passwords changed on one of the peer LTM devices that are able to synchronize. 

D. Admin password changed on the LTM device NOT receiving the synchronized configurations. 

E. Certificates stored for the device trusts on the LTM device NOT receiving the configuration are corrupted. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

An LTM Specialist is tasked with ensuring that the syslogs for the LTM device are sent to a remote syslog server. The
following is an extract from the config file detailing the node and monitor that the LTM device is using for the remote
syslog server: 

monitor Syslog_15002 { defaults from udp dest *:15002

 } 

node 91.223.45.231 { monitor Syslog_15002 screen RemoteSYSLOG

 } 

There seem to be problems communicating with the remote syslog server. However, the pool monitor shows that the
remote server is up. The network department has confirmed that there are no firewall rules or networking issues
preventing the LTM device from communicating with the syslog server. The department responsible for the remote
syslog server indicates that there may be problems with the syslog server. The LTM Specialist checks the BIG-IP LTM
logs for errors relating to the remote syslog server. None are found. The LTM Specialist does a tcpdump: 

tcpdump -nn port 15002, with the following results: 21:28:36.395543 IP 192.168.100.100.44772 > 91.223.45.231.15002:
UDP, length 19 21:28:36.429073 IP 192.168.100.100.39499 > 91.223.45.231.15002: UDP, length 169 21:28:36.430714
IP 192.168.100.100.39499 > 91.223.45.231.15002: UDP, length 181 21:28:36.840524 IP 192.168.100.100.39499 >
91.223.45.231.15002: UDP, length 169 21:28:36.846547 IP 192.168.100.100.39499 > 91.223.45.231.15002: UDP,
length 181 21:28:39.886343 IP 192.168.100.100.39499 > 91.223.45.231.15002: UDP, length 144 

NotE. 192.168.100.100 is the self IP of the LTM device. 

Why are there no errors for the remote syslog server in the log files? 

A. The -log option for tcpdump needs to be used. 
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B. The monitor type used is inappropriate. 

C. The "verbose" logging option needs to be enabled for the pool. 

D. When the remote syslog sever fails, it returns to service before the timeout for the monitor has expired. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

-- Exhibit -- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. An LTM Specialist is troubleshooting an issue with an application configured on
an LTM device. The application works properly when accessed directly via the servers; however, it does not work when
accessed via the LTM device. The virtual 
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server, 192.168.1.211:443, is configured to SNAT using the address 192.168.1.144 and references a pool with the
member 192.168.10.80:443. The virtual server has no Client or Server SSL profiles associated. Which configuration
change will allow the application to function through the virtual server? 

A. Change pool member port to 8443. 

B. Change virtual server port to 8443. 

C. Add SSL off-loading to the pool member. 

D. Add Client and Server SSL profiles to the virtual server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An LTM device is monitoring three pool members. One pool member is being marked down. 

What should the LTM Specialist enable to prevent the server from being flooded with connections once its monitor
determines it is up? 

A. manual resume 

B. packet shaping 

C. hold down timer 

D. slow ramp timer 

E. fastest load balance algorithm 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

-- Exhibit 
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-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibits. 

An LTM Specialist is troubleshooting an application configured on an LTM device on a one- armed configuration. The
application is NOT working through the LTM device but does work when accessed directly via the application servers.
The 

virtual server 192.168.1.211:443 is configured to SNAT using the address 192.168.1.144 and references a pool with the
member 192.168.10.80:443. No Client or Server SSL profiles are associated. The LTM Specialist has collected two
traffic 

captures to help determine the issue. 

What is the problem with the configuration on the LTM device? 

A. Pool member is configured to use wrong port. 

B. Pool member is configured for SSL off-loading. 

C. Virtual server is configured to use wrong port. 

D. Virtual server is configured without SSL Profiles. 

Correct Answer: A 
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